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		This book introduces an analytic framework constructed upon the iterated Prisoners' Dilemma game to model and analyze transboundary water interactions along the Nile River. It presents a thorough and in-depth analysis of the historical path through which conflict and cooperation have been generated among the Nile riparians over large-scale developmental schemes. This is done through modeling water interactions in the basin as an iterated Prisoners' Dilemma game and employing process-tracing method to compare four distinguishable rounds of the game: the colonial round, the Cold War round, the post-Cold War round, and the post-2011 round. The book examines the influences of the changing political contexts at the domestic, regional, and global levels on the game outcomes. 

	
		This framework is initially applied on several cases of international rivers worldwide, while the rest of the book is devoted to the Nile case. The book's central argument is that the riparians' interests, capabilities, and beliefs are heterogeneous in varying degrees and that the changing multilevel political contexts influence the level of such heterogeneities among the riparians, which ultimately drive the equilibrium dynamics in the Nile game to generate different conflictive and cooperative outcomes over time. Although the book's main conclusion indicates that the absence of economic interdependence and regional integration will transfer the game into tug-of-war, which will impose harsh punishment on the basin communities and ecosystems on the long term, the final chapter lists a group of recommendations addressed to the riparian states and international donors, exploring the way for boosting cooperation and preventing conflicts in the basin. Presenting clear theoretical, methodological, and policy implications, this book is appropriate for students and scholars of international relations, hydrology, and development studies.
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Neurodegenerative Diseases and Metal Ions: Metal Ions in Life SciencesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	About the Series...


	Metal Ions in Life Sciences links coordination chemistry and biochemistry in their widest sense and thus increases our understanding of the relationship between the chemistry of metals and life processes. The series reflects the interdisciplinary nature of Biological Inorganic...
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Data Mining Techniques: For Marketing, Sales, and Customer Relationship ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The first edition of Data Mining Techniques for Marketing, Sales, and Customer Support appeared on book shelves in 1997. The book actually got its start in 1996 as Gordon and I were developing a 1-day data mining seminar for NationsBank (now Bank of America). Sue Osterfelt, a vice president at NationsBank and the author of a book on database...
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Mathematica CookbookO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Mathematica Cookbook helps you master the application's core principles by walking you through real-world problems. Ideal for browsing, this book includes recipes for working with numerics, data structures, algebraic equations, calculus, and statistics. You'll also venture into exotic territory with recipes for data...
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Network Processors: Architecture, Programming, and Implementation (Systems on Silicon)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008

	Network processors are the basic building blocks of today's high-speed, high-demand, quality-oriented communication networks. Designing and implementing network processors requires a new programming paradigm and an in-depth understanding of network processing requirements. This book leads the reader through the requirements and the...
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Python Parallel Programming CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Master efficient parallel programming to build powerful applications using Python


	About This Book

	
		Design and implement efficient parallel software
	
		Master new programming techniques to address and solve complex programming problems
	
		Explore the world of parallel programming...
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Multicomponent Mass Transfer (Wiley Series in Chemical Engineering)John Wiley & Sons, 1993
Chemical engineers frequently have to deal with multicomponent mixtures; that is, systems containing three or more species. Conventional approaches to mass transfer in multicomponent mixtures are based on an assumption that the transfer flux of each component is proportional to its own driving force. Such approaches are valid for certain special...
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